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     "Surf music  is actually just the sound of the waves played on a guitar: that wet, splashy sound. " 

          - Dick Dale 

We all know Pulp Fiction, don't we? Mia Wallace and Vincent Vega dancing to the notes 
of Chuck Berry have become a cult favorite in the history of cinema. A careful listener, 
however, also remembers the opening piece, the work of the "King of the surf guitar,” 
one of the pioneers of surf music, Dick Dale. 
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But let's talk about the genre itself. Until a year ago, I had no idea what it was (that is, I 
just limited myself to turning off the radio every time the Beach Boys “Surfin' USA" 
came on), but thanks to three bold young people who decided to form a group, Surfnado 
Tiki Squad, I was illuminated twice. 

First point, to listen to surf music you don't have to surf.  Secondly, surf music is not 
just vocals. There is an instrumental part which, according to the Surfnado guitarist, "is 
like heavy metal without distortion.” 

To clarify, we must talk a bit about the history of the genre. The surf music wave began 
from Southern California around the end of the 1950s and has its roots in blues, rock & 
roll, rockabilly and country. One of the first fathers, as we have already said, is Dick Dale 
who, with his frenetic style linked to the use of the pick (probably thanks to the 
influence of Arabic music), transforms the experience of riding a surfboard into music. 
Fast picking, punchy rhythms and great reverberation are the hallmarks of instrumental 
surf rock. 

There are those who claim that vocal surf, or surf-pop, is a second wave, and there are 
those who argue that it is only an evolution of the first. The Beach Boys have practically 
added to the three existing elements the vocal part (obvious) and the atmosphere of 
total beach relaxation that we all imagine when we think of a Californian beach. 
In the 70s the wave breaks but, thanks to the film industry (especially thanks to 
Tarantino's films), it sees its rebirth in the mid-90s. Groups like Insect Surfers are 
starting to be reviewed and new ones are created, such as John & the Nightriders and 
Surfer Joe. 

After this brief historical summary, let's move on to really fun things. Did you know that 
the largest surf festival in the world is in Livorno? True, you have never seen a person 
ride the waves in Livorno, but the spirit is certainly not lacking. The Surfer Joe Summer 
Festival is a marriage of music, good grip and sharing. 

So in summary: From California to Livorno, really? The most important surf music 
festival takes place in San Diego and is called Tiki Oasis. But, as the wind has played in 
our favor, Lorenzo Valdambrini (guitarist of the Surfer Joe group, as well as founder of 
the Surfer Joe Summer Festival in Livorno, together with Jon Paul Ballak) is today the 
true international surfing music ambassador. At Tiki Oasis we find mainly North and 
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South American groups, while in Europe a flight of maximum 3-4 hours is enough to 
bring together a lot of different bands and make the evening full of life. So realistically, 
at the Surfer Joe Summer Festival we have an Italian, a Frenchman, a Russian and a 
Spaniard (no, it's not a joke) at the same table drinking beers and sharing the great 
passion of surf music.  

When I discovered that there were surf bands in Russia I thought how stimulating the 
genre could be to make a Russian daydream (the waves and the beaches), that the only 
thing he could imagine surfing is a frozen lake. 

However, the fact is that the environment is so relaxed and full of good vibrations that 
you find yourself spending days together, not only with other fans who recognize and 
greet you every year, but also with your own idols. The Surfnado guitarist, telling me 
about his approach to the genre, tells me how he even went to the home of one of his 
idols in California, Jason Lee, during his honeymoon. Sharing both the passion for 
cycling and surf music, a beautiful friendship could was born. 

Surf Music makes not just music, it's a mentality: from attitude, to clothing, to sound, 
surf overwhelms you like a wave. Surfnado Tiki Squad was born to bring this mentality 
to listeners.  The guitarist and bass player have been playing together for years while 
the drummer has actually lived in California for a while. They have fun and launched 
their first album "Tiki Fingers" in March 2020, promptly supported by the American 
label Altered State Of Reverb who fell in love with their style of surf music. Since its 
release, the album has been featured on numerous podcasts and radio show like the Off 
the Record show on WHYR radio Louisiana, between a Beatles song and a Creedence 
classic.  

When asked Surfnado Tiki Squad why they think you should listen and play surf music: 

“Because it makes you feel good. In a world that is often in shades of gray it makes you 
see everything yellow, green, and orange and makes you move your head.”
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